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Abstract

Recent deep learning methods have achieved superior
results in shadow removal. However, most of these su-
pervised methods rely on training over a huge amount of
shadow and shadow-free image pairs, which require labo-
rious annotations and may end up with poor model gen-
eralization. Shadows, in fact, only form partial degrada-
tion in images, while their non-shadow regions provide rich
structural information potentially for unsupervised learn-
ing. In this paper, we propose a novel diffusion-based
solution for unsupervised shadow removal, which sepa-
rately modeling the shadow, non-shadow, and their bound-
ary regions. We employ a pretrained unconditional diffu-
sion model fused with non-corrupted information to gen-
erate the natural shadow-free image. While the diffusion
model can restore the clear structure in the boundary re-
gion by utilizing its adjacent non-corrupted contextual in-
formation, it fails to address the inner shadow area due to
the isolation of the non-corrupted contexts. Thus we further
propose a Shadow-Invariant Intrinsic Decomposition mod-
ule to exploit the underlying reflectance in the shadow re-
gion to maintain structural consistency during the diffusive
sampling. Extensive experiments on the publicly available
shadow removal datasets show that the proposed method
achieves a significant improvement compared to existing
unsupervised methods, and even is comparable with some
existing supervised methods.

1. Introduction
Shadow is a ubiquitous phenomenon resulting from par-

tial occlusion of light by occluders. It is critical to remove
these shadows because their detrimental impacts on vision
models, such as object detection and tracking [23, 35, 46].
Unfortunately, in general, it is still an open problem to re-
move shadows from a single image due to the large va-
riety of shadow shapes and background structures, mak-
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Figure 1: Shadow removal results on the ISTD [37] dataset.
From (a) to (f): (a) input shadow image, supervised learn-
ing results of (b) SP+M-Net [25], (c) corresponding ground
truth shadow-free image, as well as unsupervised learning
results of (d) DC-ShadowNet [20], (e) G2R [29], and (f)
Ours, respectively.

ing it challenging to obtain a generalized solution. Con-
ventional shadow removal methods [9, 45] mainly rely on
carefully designed hand-crafted statistical features, e.g., il-
lumination, gradient, and region consistency, to construct
the optimization function for shadow region removal. How-
ever, they totally ignore the natural image prior and the op-
timization function’s underlying assumptions are frequently
excessively idealistic, leading to unnatural results with arti-
facts, particularly in real-world scenarios.

Recently, deep-learning based image shadow removal
methods [12, 25, 4, 7, 16, 28, 20] have achieved remark-
able progress by learning the pixel-wise mapping between
the shadow images and ground-truth shadow-free ones in a
fully-supervised manner. However, such solutions require
laborious annotations and can easily result in overfitting the
training dataset with poor generalization. More importantly,
shadow removal is a region-wise corrupted problem with
abundant context and structure priors. This information ac-
tually provides rich clues to infer the shadow regions solely
based on the single input, demonstrating strong potential
to address the problem using unsupervised learning meth-
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ods. Some works [16, 28, 20] have started to explore un-
supervised methods for shadow removal mainly relying on
GAN using unpaired shadow and shadow-free images. Un-
fortunately, due to the absence of the training pair with the
pixel-wise ground truth, the discriminator relies solely on
unpaired non-shadow images, which can cause the genera-
tor to produce inauthentic outputs. Namely, the generator’s
learning faces dispersed space and is very easy to halluci-
nate new content and artifacts.

In this paper, we propose a novel unsupervised diffusion-
based solution using only the shadow images without any
reference. According to our analysis, the corrupted re-
gions in shadow images can be categorized into two distinct
types: 1) shadow regions, with subtle structural informa-
tion obscured by the low illumination; 2) boundary regions,
which contain noisy structures and exhibit rich adjacent
non-corrupted contexts. Our work unifies the restoration
of both shadow and boundary regions in a comprehensive
manner, by integrating the generative power of the diffusion
model and the detail preservation power of the intrinsic de-
composition, resulting in mutual benefits for both regions.

More in detail, we employ a pre-trained unconditional
diffusion model, injected with the guidance of the non-
corrupted region information as the baseline to generate
natural shadow-free images and suppress artifacts. While
the diffusion model can effectively restore the clear struc-
ture and standard illumination in the boundary region by
utilizing its adjacent non-corrupted contextual information,
it falls short in addressing the inner shadow region, which
is isolated from such contexts. To address this limitation,
we propose a Shadow-Invariant Intrinsic Decomposition
model, which ensures consistency among the reflectance of
all intermediate results during diffusive sampling. By do-
ing so, we are able to unveil the structural detail present
in these inner shadow regions. Experimental results re-
veal that the proposed method consistently attains superior
performance across existing widely-used shadow removal
datasets. It markedly surpasses the capabilities of existing
unsupervised methods, and in certain instances, achieves
comparable performance to certain supervised methods.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose a novel diffusion-based unsupervised
method for shadow removal, in which we divide the
corrupted regions into shadow and boundary regions.
Inspired by the partition category, our work unifies
shadow and boundary region restoration by integrating
diffusion and intrinsic decomposition for their mutual
benefits.

• We further present a Shadow-Invariant Intrinsic De-
composition model that guarantees coherence among
reflectance values at each stage of diffusive sampling.
This approach allows us to effectively uncover struc-

tural details present within the inner shadow regions.

• We conduct extensive experiments on public datasets
and show that the proposed method achieves signifi-
cant improvement among existing SOTA unsupervised
methods and even comparable performance with some
supervised methods.

2. Related Work
Shadow removal. Classic shadow removal methods rely
on a series of prior information, such as gradient [9], illu-
mination [45], and region consistency [12]. These methods
are constructed based on the assumption of ideal conditions,
which results in obvious shadow boundary artifacts when
applied to real-world scenarios. Recent deep learning-based
shadow removal methods [25, 6, 16, 27, 10, 18, 22, 11]
boost the removal performance by relying on large-scale
datasets of paired shadow and shadow-free images. How-
ever, as mentioned above, label annotations are difficult in
practice and the model might be overfitted to the training
set. More recently, inspired by unsupervised or weakly-
supervised image translation methods [21, 19], [37, 16, 29]
employ the GAN to generate shadow-free images with un-
paired shadow and shadow-free images. For instance, Hu et
al. [16] propose the mask-guided cycle-consistency con-
straint to simultaneously learn to produce shadows and re-
move shadows. Jin et al. [20] proposes the DC-ShadowNet
to handle the soft and hard shadow removal using an unsu-
pervised domain classifier. Specifically, Liu et al. [28] sug-
gests discarding unpaired data in favor of employing a col-
lection of shadow images. In this approach, the shadow gen-
eration sub-network transforms non-shadow regions into
shadow ones, resulting in paired data suitable for training
the shadow-removal sub-network. Nevertheless, the out-
comes of these techniques consistently encountered issues
with color distortions and the potential hallucination of new
content and artifacts.
Denoising diffusion probabilistic models. Generative
models have been widely applied to some low-level vision
tasks, such as image super-resolution [34], inpainting [30],
low-light enhancement [38] and deblurring [43] through
conditional image generation. Very recently, diffusion prob-
abilistic models, by modeling the conversion from a stan-
dard normal distribution to a data distribution q(x) via diffu-
sion process, have demonstrated impressive performance on
generating high-quality images [13, 5, 14, 2, 33, 40]. How-
ever, training a task-specific conditional diffusion model
from scratch demands substantial computational resources
and can be time-consuming. Instead, a different line of re-
search is to guide the sampling process of a pre-trained un-
conditional diffusion model to generate images with the de-
sired semantics. Choi et al. [2] control the sampling process
of a trained diffusion model using the low-frequency com-
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ponents of the reference images to generate the correspond-
ing high-quality images. Wang et al. [39] adopt a range-null
space decomposition to maintain the data consistency dur-
ing the sampling for various image restoration tasks where
only the null space contents are iteratively refined in the
reverse diffusion process. Chung et al. [3] introduce a man-
ifold constraint term to guide the sample path by alternating
projection onto the measurement subspace, which demon-
strated superior performance on various inverse problems.
Most existing works focus on the restoration task with a
specific degradation. In this paper, we explore the diffusion
for shadow removal with uncertain degradation.

3. Preliminary
In this paper, we follow the diffusion model defined

in [13]. The basic idea is to iteratively perturb a clean data
sample x0 ∼ q(x) with small Gaussian noise in T steps,
producing a sequence of noise step {xt}Tt=1 with the corre-
sponding noise scale step {βt}Tt=1 during the forward pro-
cess, which can be described as Gaussian transition:

q(xt|xt−1) = N
(
xt;

√
1− βtxt−1, βtI

)
. (1)

A nice property of the forward process is that the noisy data
xt can be sampled from x0 in a closed form using reparam-
eterization:

q(xt|x0) = N
(
xt;

√
ᾱtx0, (1− ᾱt) I

)
, (2)

where αt = 1− βt and ᾱt =
∏t

i=1 αi.
The diffusion model is trained to approximate the reverse

process of (1) from a pure Gaussian noise xT ∼ N (0, I)
to a clean sample x0. The estimation of the previous
state xt−1 can be derived from the posterior distribution
p(xt−1|xt, x0) as follows:

p(xt−1|xt, x0) = N
(
xt−1;µt(xt, x0), σ

2I
)
. (3)

Specifically, a noise predictor ϵθ is trained to estimate the
parameters µθ(xt, t) and Σθ(xt, t) of the reverse Gaussian
distribution at time step t,

pθ(xt−1|xt) = N (xt−1;µθ (xt, t) ,Σθ (xt, t)) , (4)

where the predicted mean µθ(xt, t) can be param-
eterized by the noise predictor ϵθ as: µθ(xt, t) =
1√
αt

(
xt − βt√

1−ᾱt
ϵθ(xt, t)

)
. Ho et al. [13] set a fixed vari-

ance Σθ(xt, t) = β2
t to simplify the training objective while

Nichol et al. [31] adopt a learned variance Σθ(xt, t) in the
reverse process (4) to reduce the number of sampling steps.

4. Methodology
4.1. Motivation

Here we illustrate the motivation behind the design of
our shadow removal algorithm. We denote the shadow im-
age as x, the corresponding shadow mask is m and the

Figure 2: Analysis of the illumination transformation from
shadow image x to ground truth shadow-free image y for
mask-divided three regions, i.e., (1) the boundary regions
cropped by mb, (2) the shadow regions cropped by ms, (3)
the non-shadow regions cropped by mns. ⊘ and ⊗ de-
note the element-wise division and multiplication, respec-
tively. We randomly sample 1000 pixels for each region
and illustrate the illumination mapping in the last column.
It indicates the illumination transformation in shadow and
non-shadow regions can be approximated by a simple lin-
ear transformation, while the illumination transformation
in boundary regions is sophisticated and difficult to model.
Inspired by this observation, our work adopts a boundary-
aware divide and conquer methodology to deal with shadow
and boundary regions separately.

shadow-free image is y. We define a boundary extractor
B(·) to extract the penumbra (boundary) area as the residual
of dilated and eroded mask, achieving the boundary mask
mb = B(m). The shadow image can be divided into three
regions: shadow (umbra) region xs, boundary (penumbra)
region xb, and non-shadow region xns as shown in Fig-
ure 2. Shadow removal is a restoration problem that faces a
region-dependent corruption problem. It can be addressed
via a conditionally region-based inpainting problem. First,
for different regions, their utilized information for shadow
removal is varied. While the contextual non-shadow re-
gions and underlying structural information in shadow re-
gions improve predictions of corrupted regions (i.e., xb+s),
the contribution of information from different areas varies
in shadow removal. The boundary regions have lower pre-
diction uncertainty due to rich adjacent information, while
inner shadow regions have higher uncertainty being far from
valid regions. That is to say, more information and con-
straints should be introduced to facilitate the restoration of
inner shadow regions. Second, the Retinex model can well
disentangle the shadow illumination change while main-
taining the intrinsic structure constantly. Based on the
Retinex theory [24], an input image can be decomposed
into a product of a reflectance image and an illumination
image. As shown in Figure 2, the shadow-to-shadow-free
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Figure 3: Overview of our Boundary-aware Conditional Diffusion (BCDiff) approach. For state xt, BCDiff consists of two
steps: (1) CCG: context conditioned generation: we first simultaneously sample the non-corrupted region and corrupted
region according to Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), respectively, achieving the intermediate image x′

t−1; (2) IRM: iterative reflectance
maintenance: we then maintain the structural information consistency by boundary-aware weighted integrating the decom-
posed reflectance of x′

0|t−1 (‘clean’ version of x′
t−1) and the reflectance of the original shadow image x.

image illumination transformation is a simple linear process
in shadow regions, but modeling the sophisticated and sharp
changes around the shadow boundary in boundary regions is
difficult. Meanwhile, ideally, the shadow degradation only
affects the illumination map while the reflectance map is
constantly across different shadows. In other words, the re-
flectance map provides a reliable clue to infer the structural
details in the sampling dynamics.

4.2. Boundary-Aware Conditional Diffusion

We propose unsupervised Boundary-aware Conditional
Diffusion (BCDiff) method for shadow removal is illus-
trated in Figure 3 and summarized in Algorithm 1. The
shadow removal can be re-formulated as a conditionally
region-based inpainting, where the restoration of both
shadow and boundary regions is unified in a mutually ben-
eficial manner, by integrating a pre-trained unconditional
denoising diffusion probabilistic model (4) and the intrin-
sic decomposition, introducing more information and con-
straints to recover inner shadow regions.

Context conditioned generation. Intuitively, the non-
shadow region is non-corrupted and we can sample the in-
termediate image xns

t at any timestep t on using (2) as fol-
lows:

xns
t−1 ∼ N

(√
ᾱtx, (1− ᾱt) I

)
. (5)

While the corrupted regions, i.e., boundary and shadow re-
gions denoted as xb+s, can be sampled using (4) as follow:

xb + s
t−1 ∼ N (µθ (xt, t) ,Σθ (xt, t)) . (6)

To this end, we obtain the whole intermediate image x′
t−1

by spatially combining the corrupted and non-corrupted re-

gions via mask:

x′
t−1 = mb+s ◦ xb+s

t−1 + (1−mb+s) ◦ xns
t−1 , (7)

where the mb+s indicates the corrupted regions.
Illumination-consistency constraint. We constrain the il-
lumination consistency between shadow and non-shadow
regions during the process of diffusion sampling. To pur-
sue illumination consistency, we calculate the mean value of
shadow and non-shadow regions in xt to approximate their
illumination. Inspired by [5], where the gradient of a clas-
sifier is used for conditioning the diffusion generation, we
incorporate the gradient of the loss measuring the difference
between the mean value of the shadow and non-shadow re-
gions and extend (6) as follows:

ϵ̂ = ϵθ(xt, t)−
√
1− ᾱt∇xt

|us
t − uns

t | , (8)

xb+s
t−1 =

1√
ᾱt

(
xt −

βt√
ᾱt−1

ϵ̂

)
+ σtz, z ∼ N (0, I) ,

(9)

where us
t and uns

t calculate the mean value of the shadow
region and non-shadow region in xt, respectively. By utiliz-
ing the gradient during the sampling process, we can thus
control the generation results of the pre-trained diffusion
model to have coherent illumination.
Iterative reflectance maintenance. Another key point for
shadow removal is preserving the structural information
in shadow images during generation. Different from the
boundary regions that have rich adjacent non-corrupted in-
formation, the inner shadow regions are always isolated
from the non-corrupted regions. Thus, we exploit the struc-
tural information hidden in shadow regions as the auxil-
iary to further constrain the fidelity. Here we introduce a
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Algorithm 1 Boundary-aware conditional diffusion.
Input: shadow image x, shadow mask m, pre-trained

unconditional diffusion model ϵθ, pre-trained decomposi-
tion model D, number of implicit sampling iterations T .

1: xT ∼ N (0, I)
2: r, l = D(x)
3: for t = T, . . . , 1 do
4: xns

t−1 ∼ N (
√
ᾱtx, (1− ᾱt) I)

5: ϵ̂ = ϵθ(xt, t)−
√
1− ᾱt∇xt

|us
t − uns

t |
6: z ∼ N (0, I) if t > 1, else z = 0

7: xb+s
t−1 = 1√

ᾱt

(
xt − βt√

ᾱt−1
ϵ̂
)
+ σtz

8: x′
t−1 = m ◦ xb+s

t−1 + (1−m) ◦ xns
t−1

9: x′
0|t−1 = 1√

ᾱt

(
x′
t−1 − ϵ̂

√
1− ᾱt

)
10: rt−1, lt−1 = D(x′

0|t−1)

11: x̂0|t−1 = mb ◦ rt−1 ◦ lt−1 + (1−mb) ◦ r ◦ lt−1

12: xt−1 ∼ p(xt−1|xt, x̂0|t−1)
13: end for
14: return x0

Shadow-Invariant Intrinsic Decomposition (SIID) model D
(details refer to Sec. 4.3) to decompose the reflectance and
illumination maps {r, l} and {rt−1, lt−1} of the original
shadow image x and the intermediate image x′

t−1, respec-
tively. To mitigate the impact of the noise in xt, we first
estimate its intermediate clean image x′

0|t−1 by reversing
the process (2). The whole process of iterative reflectance
maintenance can be formulated as :

x′
0|t−1 =

1√
ᾱt

(
x′
t−1 − ϵ̂

√
1− ᾱt

)
, (10)

r, l = D(x) rt−1, lt−1 = D(x′
0|t−1) . (11)

During the iterative process of diffusion sampling, the re-
flectance of xt−1 should be consistent with the original
shadow image x within shadow regions since the shadow
ideally only corrupts the illumination map. We spatially
integrate the decomposed reflectance map rt−1 of each
timestep and the original r of the shadow image according
to boundary mask mb to separately restore the boundary and
shadow regions:

x̂0|t−1 = mb ◦ rt−1 ◦ lt−1 + (1−mb) ◦ r ◦ lt−1 . (12)

Then we yield xt−1 by sampling from p(xt−1|xt, x̂0|t−1).

4.3. Shadow-Invariant Intrinsic Decomposition

Intrinsic image decomposition [24, 1] factorizes an in-
put image v into a product of a reflectance image and an
illumination image: v = r ◦ l. A shadow-invariant intrin-
sic decomposition (SIID) model is introduced for unveiling
structures of inner shadow regions in the diffusion sampling
process, which is illustrated in Figure 4.

Si
m
ul
at
io
n

Squeeze

Preserve

...

Figure 4: Overview of the shadow-invariant intrinsic de-
composition model D. During the training stage, the input
is the simulated image set {x(i)}ni=0 from shadow image x0.
D includes a decoder E, as well as two decoders Dr and Dl

for the reflectance {r(i)}ni=0 and illumination {l(i)}ni=0.

Shadow image set simulation. Thus, we propose to syn-
thesize shadows in the non-shadow regions to construct the
image set X with the same scene but various shadow condi-
tions. In detail, given a shadow image x and corresponding
shadow mask m, we simulate n different shadows within
the non-shadow background, denoting as x(0) = (1−m)◦x
as shown in Figure 4. The shadow synthesis can be formu-
lated as x(i) = ϕ

(
x(0),m(i), θ(i)

)
with i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},

where ϕ(·) denotes the shadow synthetic algorithm [17].
θ(i) denotes the random pre-defined parameter to simulate
different shadows and m(i) denotes the indexed binarized
patterns from the external mask set M for simulation. Af-
ter that, we train the SIID model with the synthesized image
set {x(i)}ni=0. According to the SIID model, we obtain the
decomposed reflectance set {r(i)}ni=0 and illumination set
{l(i)}ni=0 for simulated image set. Details of the decompo-
sition architectures and shadow simulation process are pro-
vided in supplementary.
Loss functions. Since reflectance is constant for different
shadow conditions, we should be able to use the reflectance
r(i) predicted by any image x(i) ∈ X to reconstruct x(j),
when paired with l(j), as following:

Lrecon =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

∥∥∥r(i) ◦ l(j) − x(j)
∥∥∥
1
. (13)

Besides, we regard the non-shadow background with nor-
mal illumination as the ground truth reflectance map. Thus,
we also include a reflectance consistency loss that con-
strains the predicted reflectances should be identical:

Lcons =

n∑
i=1

∥∥∥r(i) − r(0)
∥∥∥
1
. (14)

The illumination map should be locally consistent for the
surface of each object in the scene [1], thus we utilize the
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total variation minimization (TV) to minimize the gradient
of the predicted illumination map excluded the boundary
area. In the meanwhile, we also adopt a boundary smooth-
ness loss to ‘squeezing’ boundary trace from the reflectance
map as following

Lsmo =

n∑
i=1

∥∥∥∇l(i) ◦
(
1−B(m(i))

)∥∥∥
1
, (15)

Lboun =

n∑
i=1

∥∥∥∇r(i) ◦B(m(i))
∥∥∥
1
, (16)

where ∇ stands for the gradient including horizontal ∇h

and vertical ∇v .
The hybrid objective function Ltotal is obtained by com-

bining the above losses, which guides the training of the
decomposition model D as follows,

Ltotal = Lrecon + λ1Lcons + λ2Lsmo + λ3Lboun , (17)

where λ1, λ2, and λ3 are the weighting coefficients to bal-
ance the influence of each term.

5. Experiments
5.1. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

Datasets. The ISTD dataset includes 1,870 triplets of
shadow, shadow mask, and shadow-free images with the
solution of 480 × 640, where 1,330 triplets are for training
and 540 for testing. Since the unsupervised method does
not learn the standard illumination from real shadow-free
samples, we follow [25, 29] to apply the adjusted testing
set with reduced illumination difference within non-shadow
regions between the shadow and shadow-free images in the
original dataset.
Evaluation Metrics. Following the previous works [37, 12,
32, 25, 4, 7], we use the Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE),
Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similar-
ity (SSIM) [41] as the evaluation metrics. We compute the
RMSE in the LAB color space, and PSNR and SSIM scores
in the RGB color space to evaluate our method. The lower
RMSE values indicate less reconstruction error between the
recovered output and ground truth, while higher values in-
dicate better results for the PSNR and SSIM.

5.2. Experimental Settings

The proposed method is implemented using PyTorch,
which is conducted on one NVIDIA RTX A5000 GPU.
Our shadow removal method is training-free and relies on
a pre-trained unconditional diffusion model [13]. We use
T = 250 timesteps for all our experiments. The sampling
batch size is set to 3. The kernels of both dilation and ero-
sion operations in B(·) are disks with a radius of 8 pixels.
The decomposition model is modified on the most recent

transformer-based image-to-image backbone [42], whose
detailed architectures are provided in supplementary. The
weights of our losses for training decomposition model
{λ1, λ2, λ3} are set empirically to {1, 1, 0.1}. We set the
number of simulated shadow images as n = 4.

5.3. Comparison with the-state-of-the-arts

We compare our proposed unsupervised method with
several state-of-the-art methods, including classic methods:
Gong et al. [8], Yang et al. [44], and Guo et al. [12]; super-
vised methods (training with paired shadow and shadow-
free images): DSC [15], DHAN [4], SP+M-Net [25], Fu et
al. [7], BMNet [49], and SG-ShadowNet [36]; unsupervised
methods (training without paired shadow and shadow-free
images): MaskShadow-GAN [16], LG-ShadowNet [28],
DC-ShadowNet [20], Le et al. [26], and G2R [29]. All of
the shadow removal results by the competing methods are
quoted from the original papers or reproduced using their
official implementations. We evaluate the performance with
a resolution of 256 × 256 following most previous meth-
ods [7, 25, 29].

Table 1 shows the quantitative results of the testing set
of the ISTD dataset. Gong et al. [8] also specify the task by
a series of pre-defined priors, which is too strict and hard
to extend to real-world scenarios. Those supervised meth-
ods share the same type of training data, including shadow
and shadow-free image pairs. They learn the mapping from
shadow image to shadow-free one according to the train-
ing pairs. However, their performance might be largely
degraded when extended to some unseen scenes. With
the merits of exploiting contextual non-shadow regions and
adapting the decomposition model to the testing data, our
proposed unsupervised method without GT in the training
stage can even achieve better results compared to some su-
pervised methods. Besides, some unsupervised methods,
e.g., MaskShadow-GAN [16], LG-ShadowNet [28], and
DC-ShadowNet [20], train their shadow removal models
using unpaired shadow and shadow-free images. We can
see that our method outperforms these three methods al-
though learning only with shadow images. The setting of
Le et al. [26] and G2R [29] is the same as ours, which
is fairer since they all do not require any shadow-free im-
ages. Compared to the state-of-the-art unsupervised meth-
ods G2R [29], our results for the shadow regions are better
by around 2.5dB in PSNR. Besides, following the previous
method [49], we also verify our performance when the net-
work takes the imperfect detected shadow masks from [47],
denoted as ‘w/ detected mask’ in Table 1. With the input of
the detected masks, the performance of our method will be
slightly degraded.

Figure 5 shows the qualitative results of our method and
the other state-of-the-art methods on the ISTD dataset. For
some examples with small shadow regions as shown in the
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(a) Input (b) Gong et al. (c) SP+M-Net (d) Le et al. (e) DC-ShadowNet (f) G2R (g) Ours (h) GT

PSNR: 22.57 
SSIM: 0.951

PSNR: 22.09 
SSIM: 0.921

PSNR: 23.06 
SSIM: 0.947

PSNR: 24.56 
SSIM: 0.957

PSNR: 20.28 
SSIM: 0.931

PSNR: 23.16 
SSIM: 0.947

PSNR: 37.29 
SSIM: 0.989

PSNR: 35.72 
SSIM: 0.988

PSNR: 34.58 
SSIM: 0.979

PSNR: 29.28 
SSIM: 0.972

PSNR: 38.32 
SSIM: 0.989

PSNR: 40.97 
SSIM: 0.992

PSNR: 23.52 
SSIM: 0.886

PSNR: 32.52 
SSIM: 0.965

PSNR: 20.19 
SSIM: 0.824

PSNR: 26.10 
SSIM: 0.927

PSNR: 23.69 
SSIM: 0.894

PSNR: 25.27 
SSIM: 0.920

Figure 5: Shadow removal results on ISTD [37] dataset. From (a) to (h): (a) input shadow image, and the result of classic
method (b) Gong et al. [8]; supervised learning result of (c) SP+M-Net [25]; unsupervised learning results of (d) Le et
al. [26], (e) DC-ShadowNet [20], (f) G2R [29], and (g) Ours, as well as (h) ground truth shadow-free image, respectively.

Method Setting Shadow Region (S) Non-Shadow Region (NS) All Image (ALL)
PSNR↑ SSIM↑ RMSE↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ RMSE↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑ RMSE↓

Yang et al. [44]
Classic

21.57 0.878 23.2 22.25 0.782 14.2 20.26 0.706 15.9
Gong et al. [8] 30.53 0.972 13.0 36.63 0.982 2.6 28.96 0.943 4.3
Guo et al. [12] 26.89 0.960 20.1 35.48 0.975 3.1 25.51 0.924 6.1

DHAN [4]

Supervised

32.92 0.988 9.6 27.15 0.971 7.4 25.66 0.956 7.8
SP+M-Net [25] 37.60 0.990 6.3 36.02 0.976 3.0 32.94 0.962 3.5
Fu et al. [7] 36.04 0.978 6.7 31.16 0.892 3.8 29.45 0.861 4.2
BMNet [49] (w/ detected mask) - - 6.1 - - 2.9 - - 3.5
BMNet [49] (w/ GT mask) - - 5.6 - - 2.5 - - 3.0
SG-ShadowNet [36] 36.80 0.990 6.5 35.57 0.978 2.9 32.46 0.962 3.4

MaskShadow-GAN [16]

Unsupervised

32.19 0.984 10.8 33.44 0.974 3.8 28.81 0.946 4.8
LG-ShadowNet [28] 32.44 0.982 9.9 33.68 0.971 3.4 29.20 0.945 4.4
DC-ShadowNet [20] 31.06 0.976 12.2 27.03 0.961 6.8 25.03 0.926 7.8
Le et al. [26] 33.09 0.983 10.4 35.26 0.977 2.9 30.12 0.950 4.0
G2R [29] 33.58 0.979 8.9 35.52 0.976 2.9 30.52 0.944 3.9
Ours (w/ detected mask) 35.71 0.986 7.6 36.39 0.981 2.7 32.11 0.959 3.5
Ours (w/ GT mask) 35.91 0.986 7.6 37.27 0.984 2.4 32.73 0.962 3.3

Table 1: Quantitative comparison results of the proposed method with the state-of-the-art methods on ISTD [37] dataset.
The best and second performances for supervised learning and unsupervised learning methods are highlighted in Bold and
underlined, respectively. ‘-’ denotes the results are not publicly available.

first row in Figure 5, the unsupervised methods have better
performance because of rich context information in shadow
images. Our method can better preserve the structural infor-
mation and suppress the boundary artifacts even compared
with SP+M-Net (supervised method). Besides, the restored
results of our method would be more natural than the com-
peting methods as shown in the second row in Figure 5.
The results of some existing methods, e.g., SP+M-Net [25],
Le et al. [26], and G2R [28], are brightened but not consis-
tent with the surrounding colors and illumination, while our
method can obtain results with better consistency.

5.4. Ablation Study

To demonstrate the effectiveness of each key component
of the proposed method, we conduct experiments on several
model variants on the ISTD dataset. We also provide the ab-
lation studies for the effects of losses in the decomposition
model in supplementary.

The effect of the diffusion model. We propose to utilize
the diffusion model (sampling process) to act as a natural
image prior to suppressing the artifacts of generated results
and correcting the illumination of shadow regions accord-
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ing to the context information. We conduct experiments to
verify the effect of the diffusion model on the ISTD dataset.
In Table 2, we provide the shadow removal performance
without the diffusion model, where we only preserve the de-
composition model and regard the decomposed reflectance
maps as the restored shadow-free results. We found that the
performance has dropped on all metrics, especially for the
SSIM metric from 0.962 to 0.952. In addition, we illus-
trate the visual comparisons without and with the diffusion
model in Figure 6(e) and (h). We can see that there will be
obvious boundary artifacts and illumination inconsistency
between shadow and non-shadow regions without the diffu-
sion model.

The effect of iterative reflectance maintenance. To gen-
erate the shadow-free image conditioned by the underly-
ing structural information hidden in the shadow regions, we
propose iterative reflectance maintenance during the diffu-
sive sampling. We conduct experiments to remove the re-
flectance replacement for each iteration, where we dropped
out the (7) during the sampling stage (denoted as w/o re-
flectance maintain in Table 2). We find a very obvious
performance drop on all metrics, indicating that the gen-
erated shadow-free images lose huge fidelity as shown in
Figure 6(f). It also verified that even without the guidance
of structural information in corrupted regions, the illumina-
tion information would still be easier to predict according
to the contextual non-corrupted information.

The effect of the simulated image set. We explore whether
the simulated image set for one scene can improve the de-
composition performance compared to using one simulated
shadow image. Specifically, we set the number of simu-
lated shadow images as n = 1 (denoted as w/o simulated
set in Table 2), the performance will decrease especially for
shadow regions. Without learning the various illumination
conditions in the training stage, the decomposition model
will easily wrongly exclude some structural and color com-
ponents from reflectance due to the domain gap between
simulated and real shadow images, leading to serious arti-
facts in results as shown in Figure 6 (f).

The effect of the illumination-consistency constraint.
We also conduct experiments to verify the effectiveness of
the illumination consistency constraint during the diffusive
sampling process (denoted as w/o illumination constraint in
Table 2). In details, we replace the Eqs. (8) and (9) with
original denoising step in DDPM:

xs
t−1 =

1√
ᾱt

(
xt −

βt√
ᾱt−1

ϵθ(xt, t)

)
+ σtz, (18)

where z ∼ N (0, I). The performance would be degraded
without the illumination constraint, indicating that the il-
lumination constraint can further enforce the illumination
consistency of the restored results.

Method Shadow All
PSNR↑ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ SSIM↑

w/o simulated set 35.16 0.982 32.13 0.953
w/o diffusion model 34.87 0.980 31.89 0.952
w/o reflectance maintain 27.25 0.910 26.01 0.871
w/o illumination constraint 35.85 0.984 32.40 0.959
Complete model 35.91 0.986 32.73 0.962

Table 2: Ablation study to verify the effectiveness of each
component in our method.

(a) Input (b) Mask (d) GT

(e) (g) (h) 

(c) Ours 

(f) 

Figure 6: Visual comparisons of (a) input shadow image, (b)
corresponding shadow mask, (c) the result of our complete
model, (d) ground truth shadow-free image, as well as the
results of our model variants (e) w/o diffusion model, (f)
w/o reflectance maintain, (g) w/o simulated image set, and
(h) w/o illumination constraint.

Method RMSE↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑
SP+M-Net [25] 22.2 - -
Le et al. [26] 20.9 - -
Mask-ShadowGAN [16] 19.6 20.38 0.887
LG-ShadowNet [28] 18.3 20.68 0.880
G2R [29] 18.8 21.07 0.882
Ours 17.7 22.23 0.893

Table 3: The quantitative comparison of video shadow re-
moval using our method and recent state-of-the-art unsu-
pervised methods. Note that the metrics are only in the
moving-shadow regions following previous methods [29].
‘-’ denotes the results are not publicly available.

5.5. Video Shadow Removal

We further evaluate our method of video shadow re-
moval. We select the public available video shadow removal
dataset [26], which contains 8 videos whose contents are
static scenes with invariant backgrounds. This dataset also
provides a corresponding Vmax as the pseudo shadow-free
frame for each video according to taking the maximum in-
tensity values at each pixel location across the whole video.
The mask for moving shadows encompasses pixels present
in both the shadow and non-shadow areas of the video, de-
lineating the evaluation region. We adopt the configura-
tion outlined in the official code of the work by [26] us-
ing a threshold of 80 to generate the moving shadow mask.
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For this data, we apply the pre-trained shadow detector [48]
to generate the shadow masks for our experiments follow-
ing most previous methods [28]. Table 3 summarizes the
video shadow removal performance of our method and re-
cent unsupervised methods, where our method outperforms
all competing methods on all metrics.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel diffusion-based unsu-

pervised method for shadow removal. We employ a pre-
trained unconditional diffusion fused with non-corrupted
information as the baseline to generate natural shadow-free
images. Based on that, we propose iterative reflectance
maintenance under the auxiliary of the shadow-invariant
intrinsic decomposition model to preserve the underlying
structures within shadow regions, as well as the illumina-
tion consistency constraint to pursue consistent illumina-
tion across different regions. Finally, comprehensive exper-
iments demonstrate the superiority of our method and the
better generalizability to unseen scenes, which achieves sig-
nificant improvement compared to the state-of-the-art unsu-
pervised methods over publicly available datasets, and even
is comparable with some existing supervised methods.
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